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Module Proposal Form (PG)
 Sections 1 and 2 must be completed in full.
Sections 3 and 4a/4b are only to be completed where the module will be available to associate students with either alternative assessment arrangements (section 3) 
or as a half module (sections 4a & 4b)
 
If you wish to change the title of a module, please use the Module Amendment Form.
 
By hovering over the blank boxes with your cursor further guidance will be displayed to aid completion.
Section 1 - Summary Information
Further details on HECoS codes can be found here
Where more than one School / Institute which will be involved in teaching the module, please indicate the teaching apportionment:
Please note that the information required here is different and separate to programme JACS codes which are a reflection of the subject content of each programme and are an external statutory requirement.The apportionment of teaching requested here is an internal requirement for a broad reflection of the teaching undertaken by various schools for a programme of study. This is used for internal reporting purposes and setting recruitment targets.
School / Institute
% 
of total teaching to be delivered
Subject Exam Board:
Once you have selected the responsible School / Institute, the drop down box in the next cell will be populated with appropriate Subject Exam Board options.
Responsible School / Institute
Once you have selected the responsible School / Institute, the drop down box in the next cell will be populated with appropriate Subject Exam Board options.
Subject Exam Board responsible for the module 
Once you have selected the responsible School / Institute, the drop down box in the next cell will be populated with appropriate Subject Exam Board options.
Please specify the first three years that the module will be available
  Anticipated Student Registrations    
Year of Registration
Please specify the first three years that the module will be available
Anticipated Student Intake
Minimum Student Intake
Maximum Student Intake
Resource Requirements  
By School / Institute responsible for module:
By any other School / Institute or collaborating institution:
Approval of New Module Proposal
The signature of the Head(s) of School(s) / Institute(s) will be taken as confirmation that the School or Institute can fund the required resources, both internal and elsewhere (for example: staffing, library and computing resources).
Section 2 - Module Specification
Pre-requisite modules
Co-requisite modules
Overlapping modules
3) Learning Outcomes 
Please identify the learning outcomes for this module, i.e. knowledge, skills and attributes to be developed through completion of this module. Outcomes should be referenced to the relevant QAA benchmark statements and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (2008). The SEEC Credit Level Descriptors for Further and Higher Education 2003 and Queen Mary Statement of Graduate Attributes should also be used as a guiding framework for curriculum design. 
A learning outcome describes an intended result of teaching and learning, rather than the process of teaching and learning itself. Programmes will usually have learning outcomes under one or all of the following headings:• Knowledge & Understanding: the learning outcome should identify the knowledge that students should be able to recognise, recall and demonstrate at the end of the programme;• Intellectual (Cognitive) Skills: learning outcomes can require students to demonstrate a number of different transferable cognitive skills, such as the application of knowledge; analysis; synthesis; and evaluation;• Practical Skills: learning outcomes may require students to demonstrate a practical skill such as calibrating a machine.  There is a considerable overlap between cognitive and practical skills and in many cases students will be required to demonstrate cognitive skills through their mastery of practical skills.  For example, in calibrating a machine, a student may also be demonstrating knowledge of how the machine works;	• Transferable/Personal Skills: these learning outcomes describe transferable skills that students will develop for use in the discipline itself or more widely.  For example, developing skills in seminar presentation will be as useful outside a particular discipline as within it.Learning outcomes should be very clear.  They should convey to students precisely what it is they are expected to achieve.  It is recommended that phrases such as; to know, to understand, to appreciate, should be avoided, as they are open to different interpretations.  They can be replaced by, for example; to identify, to sort, to solve, to construct, to compare, which are open to fewer interpretations.
Academic Content:             
A
Disciplinary Skills - able to:    
B
Attributes:    
C
5) Teaching and Learning Profile
Please provide details of the method of delivery (lectures, seminars, fieldwork, lab work, etc.) used to enable the achievement of learning outcomes and an indicative number of hours for each activity to give an overall picture of the workload a student taking the module would be expected to undertake.
1. Student / lecturer interaction
 
Specify details of the method of delivery e.g. lectures, seminars, fieldwork, lab work etc. used to enable the achievement of the learning outcomes and an indicative number of hours for each activity.
2. Student independent learning time
 
Specify an indicative number of independent hours of study a student undertaking this module would be expected to undertake.
1. + 2. Total module notional study hours
 
Specify the total module notional study hours.  This should be a total of the hours given in 1. and 2.  The notional study hours for each academic credit point is 10.  A 15 credit point module therefore represents 150 notional study hours.
6) Assessment Profile
Please provide details of the assessment methods used to assess the achievement of learning outcomes.
Sequence
Description of Assessment
Assessment Type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Is this the final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.
Final element of assessment: The assessment that takes place last. There should be only ONE element of assessment marked as final.
Qualifying mark: A specified minimum mark that must be obtained in one or more elements of assessment in order to pass a module. This is in addition to, and distinct from, the requirement to achieve a pass in the module mark to pass the module.<subform xmlns="http://www.xfa.org/schema/xfa-template/2.8/" name="Subform4" w="192.733mm" h="84.98mm" x="0in" y="0in">   <subform w="191.845mm" h="84.98mm" x="0.501mm">      <keep intact="none"/>      <margin topInset="2mm"/>      <draw y="0.53mm" w="7.495986in" h="14.617mm" name="Reassessment" x="0.001mm">         <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>         <value>            <exData contentType="text/html">               <body xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xmlns:xfa="http://www.xfa.org/schema/xfa-data/1.0/"><p style="font-family:Arial;font-size:12pt;font-weight:bold;letter-spacing:0in">Reassessment<span style="xfa-spacerun:yes"> </span></p><p style="font-family:Arial;font-size:11pt;letter-spacing:0in">Please provide details of the reassessment methods used, specifying whether reassessment is either standard reassessment or synoptic reassessment.</p></body>            </exData>         </value>         <ui>            <textEdit/>         </ui>         <margin leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm" topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm"/>      </draw>      <exclGroup name="Reassessment_type" x="0.526mm" y="16.051mm">         <field x="0mm" w="55.029mm" h="7.67mm" name="Standard">            <ui>               <checkButton shape="round">                  <border>                     <?templateDesigner StyleID apcb4?>                     <edge stroke="lowered"/>                     <fill/>                  </border>               </checkButton>            </ui>            <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>            <margin leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>            <para vAlign="middle"/>            <caption placement="right" reserve="47.9733mm">               <para vAlign="middle" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt"/>               <font typeface="Arial" baselineShift="0pt" size="11pt"/>               <value>                  <text>Standard Reassessment</text>               </value>            </caption>            <assist>               <toolTip>Standard reassessment&#xD;&#xD;Modules using standard reassessment require students to reattempt all failed elements of the original assessment (or rather that they are given the option of doing so – they may decline some elements). This will in most cases mean scheduling all elements of assessment for reassessment, as different students will fail different elements. &#xD;&#xD;Where an examination is involved, it is recommended that the reassessment paper is approved at the same time as the exam paper for students making their first attempt at the module. Should the second paper not be necessary (i.e. if no student fails the examination component), the paper may be used on a future occasion.&#xD;&#xD;Note that the College operates a best-fail policy in reassessment, and that if a student gains a lower mark on the second attempt, the original, higher, mark will stand.</toolTip>            </assist>            <items>               <text>Standard Reassessment</text>            </items>         </field>         <field y="0.53mm" x="64.874mm" w="55.029mm" h="7.67mm" name="Synoptic">            <ui>               <checkButton shape="round">                  <border>                     <?templateDesigner StyleID apcb4?>                     <edge stroke="lowered"/>                     <fill/>                  </border>               </checkButton>            </ui>            <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>            <margin leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>            <para vAlign="middle"/>            <caption placement="right" reserve="47.973mm">               <para vAlign="middle"/>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt"/>               <value>                  <text>Synoptic Reassessment</text>               </value>            </caption>            <assist>               <toolTip>Synoptic reassessment&#xD;&#xD;Modules using synoptic reassessment are reassessed by one approved element of assessment that will overwrite all previously taken elements of assessment, whether passed or failed.&#xD;&#xD;Synoptic reassessment needs to be adequate to satisfy an assessment of the learning outcomes of the module. &#xD;&#xD;Where candidates have more than one reattempt opportunity and the synoptic approach is adopted, the synoptic reassessment will apply to all reattempt opportunities (i.e. synoptic reassessment, whether taken in late summer or main examination period, must be by the same approved assessment). It is recommended that synoptic reassessment examination papers are approved together with the papers for students making their first attempt at the module. Should the second paper not be necessary (i.e. if no student fails the examination component), the paper may be used on a future occasion.</toolTip>            </assist>            <items>               <text>Synoptic Reassessment</text>            </items>         </field>         <validate nullTest="error"/>         <?templateDesigner expand 1?></exclGroup>      <subform w="191.677mm" x="0.001mm" y="35.037mm">         <keep intact="none"/>         <margin topInset="2mm"/>         <traversal>            <traverse operation="first" ref="addRow[0]"/>         </traversal>         <field name="addRow" w="44.45mm" minH="6mm" y="0.65mm" relevant="-print" x="0.432mm">            <ui>               <button highlight="outline"/>            </ui>            <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>            <caption>               <value>                  <text>Add Row</text>               </value>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center"/>            </caption>            <border hand="right">               <edge stroke="etched"/>               <fill>                  <color value="210,232,211"/>                  <linear type="toBottom">                     <color value="125,185,133"/>                  </linear>               </fill>            </border>            <bind match="none"/>            <event activity="click" name="event__click">               <script contentType="application/x-javascript">Subform.Assessmentprofile._Assessment_details.addInstance();</script>            </event>         </field>         <field name="removequal" w="44.45mm" h="6mm" relevant="-print" y="0.651mm" x="46.472mm">            <ui>               <button highlight="outline"/>            </ui>            <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>            <caption>               <value>                  <text>Delete Row</text>               </value>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center"/>            </caption>            <border hand="right">               <edge stroke="etched"/>               <fill>                  <color value="210,232,211"/>                  <linear type="toBottom">                     <color value="125,185,133"/>                  </linear>               </fill>            </border>            <bind match="none"/>            <event activity="click" name="event__click">               <script contentType="application/x-javascript">Subform.Assessmentprofile._Assessment_details.removeInstance(1);</script>            </event>         </field>         <?templateDesigner expand 1?></subform>      <draw colSpan="7" w="7.546333in" x="-0.416mm" y="25.057mm">         <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>         <value>            <exData contentType="text/html">               <body xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xmlns:xfa="http://www.xfa.org/schema/xfa-data/1.0/"><p style="text-valign:middle;font-family:Arial;font-size:11pt;letter-spacing:0in">Synoptic reassessment details (if you have indicated synoptic reassessment above, please give details)</p></body>            </exData>         </value>         <ui>            <textEdit/>         </ui>         <margin leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm" topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm"/>         <traversal>            <traverse ref="#subform[1]"/>         </traversal>      </draw>      <subform name="Assessmentprofile" layout="table" columnWidths="18.301mm 40.518mm 48.5516mm 18.657mm 19.4729mm 22.247mm 23.28mm" x="0.279mm" y="44.097mm">         <border>            <edge presence="hidden"/>            <corner presence="hidden"/>         </border>         <subform layout="row" name="HeaderRow" id="HeaderRow_ID_copy1_copy1_copy1_copy2_copy1_copy1_copy1_copy2_copy2_copy2_copy1" y="13.022mm" x="0.031mm">            <assist role="TH"/>            <draw w="17.589mm" minH="18.85mm" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <value>                  <text>Sequence</text>               </value>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <para vAlign="middle"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Please specify the order in which the assessments are to be undertaken (e.g. 1, 2, 3)</toolTip>               </assist>            </draw>            <draw h="3.5758mm" name="Assess1" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <para vAlign="middle" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt" hAlign="center"/>               <value>                  <text>Description of Assessment</text>               </value>               <ui>                  <textEdit/>               </ui>               <ui>                  <textEdit/>               </ui>               <margin leftInset="1mm"/>            </draw>            <border>               <edge presence="hidden"/>            </border>            <occur max="-1"/>            <draw h="3.5758mm" name="Assess2" w="1.923861in" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <value>                  <text>Assessment Type</text>               </value>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>            </draw>            <draw h="3.5758mm" name="Assess3" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <value>                  <text>Duration / Length</text>               </value>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>            </draw>            <draw name="Assess4" h="3.5758mm" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <value>                  <text>% Weighting</text>               </value>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.176mm"/>               </border>            </draw>            <draw minH="3.5758mm" name="Assess5" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <value>                  <text>Final element of assessment?</text>               </value>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Is this the final element of assessment?</toolTip>               </assist>            </draw>            <draw name="Assess6" h="0.213389in" x="0mm" y="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <value>                  <exData contentType="text/html">                     <body xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xmlns:xfa="http://www.xfa.org/schema/xfa-data/1.0/"><p style="letter-spacing:0in">Qualifying Mark<span style="xfa-spacerun:yes"> </span><span style="color:#ff0000;text-decoration:underline">for individual<span style="xfa-spacerun:yes"> </span></span><span style="color:#ff0000;text-decoration:underline;letter-spacing:0em">assessment</span></p></body>                  </exData>               </value>               <font typeface="Arial" size="11pt" baselineShift="0pt"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center" spaceAbove="0pt" spaceBelow="0pt" textIndent="0pt" marginLeft="0pt" marginRight="0pt"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.&#xD;&#xD;Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.</toolTip>               </assist>            </draw>            <?templateDesigner expand 1?></subform>         <subform layout="row" name="Assessment_details" y="679.408mm" x="0.031mm">            <assist role="TR"/>            <draw minH="7.643mm" w="19.479mm" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <para vAlign="middle"/>               <margin topInset="0.5mm" bottomInset="0.5mm" leftInset="0.5mm" rightInset="0.5mm"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>            </draw>            <field name="Half_description" w="19.479mm" minH="7.643mm" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit multiLine="1">                     <border presence="hidden">                        <?templateDesigner StyleID aped0?></border>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <margin topInset="1mm" bottomInset="1mm" leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center"/>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Describe the piece of assessment</toolTip>               </assist>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <validate nullTest="error"/>            </field>            <border>               <edge presence="hidden"/>            </border>            <occur max="-1"/>            <margin bottomInset="0.5mm"/>            <field name="Drop-down" w="48.552mm" h="7.643mm" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <choiceList>                     <border presence="hidden">                        <?templateDesigner StyleID aped0?></border>                     <margin/>                  </choiceList>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <margin topInset="1mm" bottomInset="1mm" leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>               <para vAlign="middle"/>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Valid Assessment Types</toolTip>               </assist>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <validate nullTest="error"/>               <items>                  <text>Coursework</text>                  <text>Dissertation</text>                  <text>Exam (centrally administered)</text>                  <text>In-class test / exam</text>                  <text>Practical </text>                  <text>Professional capability</text>               </items>               <items save="1" presence="hidden">                  <text>0</text>                  <text>1</text>                  <text>2</text>                  <text>3</text>                  <text>4</text>                  <text>5</text>               </items>               <event activity="change" name="event__change">                  <script contentType="application/x-javascript">var selection = this.boundItem(xfa.event.newText);switch (selection){  case "1": // Selection 1    TextField.rawValue = "Coursework";    break;  case "2": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Practical"    break;  case "3": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Coursework"    break;      case "4": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Practical"    break;      case "5": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Coursework"    break;      case "6": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Coursework"    break;      case "7": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Coursework"    break;      case "8": // Selection 2    TextField.rawValue = "Written"    break;}</script>               </event>            </field>            <field name="Half_duration" w="30mm" minH="7.643mm" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit multiLine="1">                     <border presence="hidden">                        <?templateDesigner StyleID aped0?></border>                     <margin/>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <margin topInset="1mm" bottomInset="1mm" leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center"/>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Specify the length of examinations or any other time-constrained activity and include the word limits of any written work. Examination lengths should be either 2 hours, 2 hours 30 minutes, 3 hours or 3 hours 15 minutes only.</toolTip>               </assist>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <validate nullTest="error"/>            </field>            <field name="Half_percentage" h="7.643mm" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                     <border presence="hidden">                        <?templateDesigner StyleID aped0?></border>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <margin topInset="1mm" bottomInset="1mm" leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>               <para vAlign="middle"/>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Specify the individual item of assessment’s weighting in the overall module.</toolTip>               </assist>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.176mm"/>               </border>               <validate nullTest="error"/>            </field>            <field name="Half_final_element" w="32.902mm" minH="7.643mm" h="7.643mm" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <choiceList textEntry="1">                     <border presence="hidden">                        <?templateDesigner StyleID aped0?></border>                     <margin/>                  </choiceList>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <margin topInset="1mm" bottomInset="1mm" leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>               <para vAlign="middle" hAlign="center"/>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Specify the final element of assessment for the module. This is the assessment that takes place last. There should normally be only one element of assessment marked as final unless two assessment or submission dates occur on the same day.</toolTip>               </assist>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <items save="1">                  <text>Yes</text>                  <text>No</text>               </items>               <validate nullTest="error"/>            </field>            <field w="32.902mm" minH="7.643mm" name="Half_qualifying_mark" x="0mm">               <ui>                  <textEdit>                     <margin/>                     <border presence="hidden">                        <?templateDesigner StyleID aped0?></border>                  </textEdit>               </ui>               <font typeface="Myriad Pro"/>               <margin topInset="1mm" bottomInset="1mm" leftInset="1mm" rightInset="1mm"/>               <para vAlign="middle"/>               <border>                  <edge/>                  <corner thickness="0.1778mm"/>               </border>               <assist>                  <toolTip>Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.&#xD;&#xD;For example, Module A  has two equally weighted elements of assessment; Element 1 and Element 2. Only Element 2 has a Qualifying Mark of 50. The student scores 80 in Element 1 and 40 in Element 2. This would give the student an average Mark of 60 for Module A, but the module would still be failed, as Element 2 had a Qualifying Mark of 50%.  If there is no qualifying mark please state N/A.</toolTip>               </assist>               <validate nullTest="error"/>            </field>            <?templateDesigner expand 1?></subform>         <?templateDesigner rowpattern first:1, next:1, firstcolor:f0f0f0, nextcolor:ffffff, apply:0?>         <margin topInset="2mm"/>         <?templateDesigner expand 1?></subform>      <?templateDesigner expand 1?></subform>   <?templateDesigner expand 1?></subform>
Reassessment
Please provide details of the reassessment methods used, specifying whether reassessment is either standard reassessment or synoptic reassessment.
Synoptic reassessment details (if you have indicated synoptic reassessment above, please give details)
Sequence
Description of Assessment
Assessment Type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Is this the final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.
Section 3 - Alternative Assessment Arrangements for Associate Students
 
This section must only be completed if the module will be made available to associate students in Semester A and where the credit value of the "associate" version is the same as for the main version, and the main version is assessed by exam in May which is not available to the associate students. All other aspects of the module specification remain the same as indicated in Section 2 above. To add alternative assessment arrangements please click 'Add Alternative Assessment'.  
Assessment Profile
Please provide details of the assessment methods used to assess the achievement of learning outcomes.
Sequence
 Description of Assessment
Assessment Type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Is this the final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.
Reassessment 
Please provide details of the reassessment methods used, specifying whether reassessment is either standard reassessment or synoptic reassessment.
Synoptic reassessment details (if you have indicated synoptic reassessment above, please give details)
Sequence
Description of Assessment
Assessment Type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Is this the final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.
Section 4a - Half Module for Associate Students (for a half module to be taught in Semester A)
 
This section must be completed if the proposed module will take place over 2 semesters but will be made available to single-semester associate students in a half-credit format in Semester A.  Modules worth less than 30 credits taken over 2 semesters may not be made available in a half-credit format. To add details for the half module please click 'Add Half Module (Semester A)'.  
Pre-requisite modules
Co-requisite modules
Overlapping modules
3) Learning Outcomes 
Please identify the learning outcomes for this module, i.e. knowledge, skills and attributes to be developed through completion of this module. Outcomes should be referenced to the relevant QAA benchmark statements and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (2008). The SEEC Credit Level Descriptors for Further and Higher Education 2003 and Queen Mary Statement of Graduate Attributes should also be used as a guiding framework for curriculum design. 
A learning outcome describes an intended result of teaching and learning, rather than the process of teaching and learning itself. Programmes will usually have learning outcomes under one or all of the following headings:• Knowledge & Understanding: the learning outcome should identify the knowledge that students should be able to recognise, recall and demonstrate at the end of the programme;• Intellectual (Cognitive) Skills: learning outcomes can require students to demonstrate a number of different transferable cognitive skills, such as the application of knowledge; analysis; synthesis; and evaluation;• Practical Skills: learning outcomes may require students to demonstrate a practical skill such as calibrating a machine.  There is a considerable overlap between cognitive and practical skills and in many cases students will be required to demonstrate cognitive skills through their mastery of practical skills.  For example, in calibrating a machine, a student may also be demonstrating knowledge of how the machine works;	• Transferable/Personal Skills: these learning outcomes describe transferable skills that students will develop for use in the discipline itself or more widely.  For example, developing skills in seminar presentation will be as useful outside a particular discipline as within it.Learning outcomes should be very clear.  They should convey to students precisely what it is they are expected to achieve.  It is recommended that phrases such as; to know, to understand, to appreciate, should be avoided, as they are open to different interpretations.  They can be replaced by, for example; to identify, to sort, to solve, to construct, to compare, which are open to fewer interpretations.
Academic Content:             
A
Disciplinary Skills - able to:    
B
Attributes:    
C
5) Teaching and Learning Profile
Provide details of the method of delivery (lectures, seminars, fieldwork, lab work, etc.) used to enable the achievement of learning outcomes and an indicative number of hours for each activity to give an overall picture of the workload a student taking the module would be expected to undertake.
1. Student / lecturer interaction
 
Specify details of the method of delivery e.g. lectures, seminars, fieldwork, lab work etc. used to enable the achievement of the learning outcomes and an indicative number of hours for each activity
2. Student independent learning time
 
Specify an indicative number of independent hours of study a student undertaking this module would be expected to undertake.
1. + 2. Total module notional study hours
 
Specify the total module notional study hours.  This should be a total of the hours given in 1. and 2.  The notional study hours for each academic credit point is 10.  A 15 credit point module therefore represents 150 notional study hours.
6) Assessment Profile
Provide details of the assessment methods used to assess the achievement of learning outcomes.
Sequence
Description of Assessment
Assessment Type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final 
element of assessment?
Is this the final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.
Reassessment 
Provide details of the reassessment methods used, specifying whether reassessment is either standard reassessment or synoptic reassessment.
Synoptic reassessment details (if you have indicated synoptic reassessment above, please give details)
Sequence
Description of assessment
Assessment type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Section 4b - Half Module for Associate Students (for a half module to be taught in Semester B)
 
This section must be completed if the proposed module will take place over 2 semesters but will be made available to single-semester associate students in a half-credit format in Semester B.  Modules worth less than 30 credits taken over 2 semesters may not be made available in a half-credit format. To add details for the half module please click 'Add Half Module (Semester B)'.  
Pre-requisite modules
Co-requisite modules
Overlapping modules
3) Learning Outcomes 
Please identify the learning outcomes for this module, i.e. knowledge, skills and attributes to be developed through completion of this module. Outcomes should be referenced to the relevant QAA benchmark statements and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (2008). The SEEC Credit Level Descriptors for Further and Higher Education 2003 and Queen Mary Statement of Graduate Attributes should also be used as a guiding framework for curriculum design. 
A learning outcome describes an intended result of teaching and learning, rather than the process of teaching and learning itself. Programmes will usually have learning outcomes under one or all of the following headings:• Knowledge & Understanding: the learning outcome should identify the knowledge that students should be able to recognise, recall and demonstrate at the end of the programme;• Intellectual (Cognitive) Skills: learning outcomes can require students to demonstrate a number of different transferable cognitive skills, such as the application of knowledge; analysis; synthesis; and evaluation;• Practical Skills: learning outcomes may require students to demonstrate a practical skill such as calibrating a machine.  There is a considerable overlap between cognitive and practical skills and in many cases students will be required to demonstrate cognitive skills through their mastery of practical skills.  For example, in calibrating a machine, a student may also be demonstrating knowledge of how the machine works;	• Transferable/Personal Skills: these learning outcomes describe transferable skills that students will develop for use in the discipline itself or more widely.  For example, developing skills in seminar presentation will be as useful outside a particular discipline as within it.Learning outcomes should be very clear.  They should convey to students precisely what it is they are expected to achieve.  It is recommended that phrases such as; to know, to understand, to appreciate, should be avoided, as they are open to different interpretations.  They can be replaced by, for example; to identify, to sort, to solve, to construct, to compare, which are open to fewer interpretations.
Academic Content:             
A
Disciplinary Skills - able to:    
B
Attributes:    
C
5) Teaching and Learning Profile
Please provide details of the method of delivery (lectures, seminars, fieldwork, lab work, etc.) used to enable the achievement of learning outcomes and an indicative number of hours for each activity to give an overall picture of the workload a student taking the module would be expected to undertake.
1. Student / lecturer interaction
 
Specify details of the method of delivery e.g. lectures, seminars, fieldwork, lab work etc. used to enable the achievement of the learning outcomes and an indicative number of hours for each activity
2. Student independent learning time
 
Specify an indicative number of independent hours of study a student undertaking this module would be expected to undertake.
1. + 2. Total module notional study hours
 
Specify the total module notional study hours.  This should be a total of the hours given in 1. and 2.  The notional study hours for each academic credit point is 10.  A 15 credit point module therefore represents 150 notional study hours.
6) Assessment Profile
Provide details of the assessment methods used to assess the achievement of learning outcomes.
Sequence
Description of Assessment
Assessment Type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Is this the final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
Specify if a student must achieve a particular mark in this particular item of assessment to pass the module, enter the pass mark required.Please note that the qualifying mark is NOT the same as the module pass mark, which for an undergraduate module is 40% and for a postgraduate module is 50%. If there is no qualifying mark indicate N/A.
Reassessment 
Provide details of the reassessment methods used, specifying whether reassessment is either standard reassessment or synoptic reassessment.
Synoptic reassessment details (if you have indicated synoptic reassessment above, please give details)
Sequence
Description of assessment
Assessment type
Duration / Length
% Weighting
Final element of assessment?
Qualifying Mark for Individual Assessment
8.2.1.3144.1.471865.466429
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